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higher education is a public regional comprehensive institution committed to providing access West: 

0 of 0 review helpful What would it have been like if C By Customer What would it have been like if C S Lewis had 
written an episode of the Twilight Zone that healed the wounded soul West is something that might come very close to 
it I highly recommend this imaginative story of a station wagon journey westward out from brokenness and loss and 
into redemption 0 of 0 review helpful What All is not well with Christopher Wilks Nor is all as it seems For one thing 
he s ill equipped for the mind bending journey he s about to undertake Hitching a ride in a strange fifties era station 
wagon driven by an even stranger couple of elderly eccentrics he calls The Mister and Missus Christopher finds his 
life unwinding along with the countless miles all into the WEST Is the journey real Most certainly But when is the 
natural actually supernatural He s not WEST is a story that made me re think themes from my own past and then 
remember my personal narrative through the eyes of grace and redemption It opened a door to discuss ideas that I 
often overlooked in my busyness yet are some of the greatest gifts we ve 
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